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Stones - As Tears Go By .I will preface this by saying that I love Flash, and I’m not going to sit here and cast
aspersions on your lack of development at Riot, but in what world is this a post? If you want us to give you more
attention why not take any downtime you have and actually make more LoL content. Do you also do content the
day our 3 month long convention ends? NOPE. (Mass mention of conventions coming up) There is no excuse for
not pulling a game of yours that you say you’re working on, pull it. People play LoL, people watch LoL, League
should be the most watched game on Twitch, but as it stands, its no where close to being any of those things.
Right now, a 10 minute drive from me, something like 50 people are playing LoL, watching LoL. If you’re going to
complain about ‘not being number 1’ and getting less traffic, maybe, maybe, ‘not being on the front page’, and
‘not being number one’ are not the reasons you should be complaining. And if you really feel the need to whine,
show us something tangible, or stop bitching in the first place. Now, I’m probably not going to see this. I’m going
to do what I do and not watch any (or maybe only one) LoL stream, play some LoL, go to bed. But this is
ridiculous. I’ve had a long day at work and really just wanted to come home. I clicked on LoL after checking
DOTA2 (one of my favorite games) on the way home. Going to that stream was a bad choice and I’m not even
going to get into it. Why is
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